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1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any innovations that help
solve users' problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
Origin Protocol has been in the market since 2017 with P2P commerce in its focus. Origin Protocol proposes cutting
out every possible middleman in commerce with new standards for the buying and selling of fractional usage assets
and services by using NFTs. Disruptive innovation is at the focus of Origin Protocol, powered by the open-source
approach, and is expected to replace dozens of multi-million or even multi-billion dollar companies with Ethereum
blockchain and IPFS integrated solutions.
Protocol aimed to establish different verticles but focused solely on blockchain during the process as mentioned in
their litepaper. The protocol offers two products to date:
Origin Story is a self-serve NFT Launchpad solution that includes minor technical innovation on the phase of NFT
minting and plays a major role in the Origin ecosystem. There are many other comparable NFT minting services in the
sector and a comparison of those with Origin is done in the aspect of self-branding and self-governance solutions by
The Origin which is somewhat organizational innovation. Their innovative idea was to develop a comprehensive
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solution for consumer-friendly DeFi participation with the support of the NFT mechanism of the blockchain to
commerce.
Origin’s OUSD is an automatic relatively high yield-strategy (%12 at the time of writing) powered and 1:1 stable coin
pegged solution. This provides earning yield while holding OUSD without staking, which is a novel technical innovation
that adds to the value of OGN’s fundamentals. Based on OUSD documentation this yield is generated by different
strategies such as AAVE and Compound Lending, Automatic Market Making on Curve and Convex, and cumulative
rewards such as CRV and CVX.
Origin Token (OGN) is intended as the governance token for OUSD and OGN will play an increasingly important role as
the Origin Platform becomes more decentralized. Today, users can stake their OGN tokens to earn additional OGN
after a chosen staking period has elapsed.
NFT commerce where users' preferences are at heart and yield earning without staking options is a sign of how Origin
is trying to create value with simplification. When currently available solutions are combined, the score of 8 would be
appropriate since both products' novelty stands as a combination of minor technicals.
Score: 8

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if the
protocol can satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To what
extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Origin’s market fit and its products evolved during the past years. It began with the decentralized, secure, and auditable
online messaging system to establish its marketplaces ideas on top of it, but delisted the product from its website and
YouTube accounts. Their DShop (named ShopOrigin on Github) product is not existing anymore too.
The original whitepaper of the project has been deprecated and the updated litepaper is published as a replacement.
Origin Protocol is releasing monthly Origin Token (OGN) Holder Update as a blog post on their Medium account.
Unfortunately, no financial regularity or treasury details are getting presented, such as the protocol’s monthly revenue.
In April 2022 OGN Holder Updates staking users' rewards began to include the distribution of the revenue generated
from the NFT platform named Origin Story. OGN token’s driving income is expected to be those self-establishable NFT
marketplaces for e-commerce projects.
It is important to understand that they reiterate written codes and Dapps to create a better fit in evolving market
structure and at the current state of the project with the customizable personal marketplace creation tool the protocol
has shown signs of a market fit in a promising market.
Score: 11

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example Lending). Because
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Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
Let’s focus on the Total Addressable Market (TAM) for products to create a realistic target market size analysis. The
total value locked in DeFi protocols is estimated as over $40 billion according to DeFiPulse, and this value is included
in the OGN litepaper with a prediction of multiple orders of magnitude growth in the next few years. DeFi increased to
+$100 billion within two years as proof of potential.

Market Decipher’s NFT Market Report 2022 - 2031 expects the total NFT market size to reach $60+ billion by 2031
growing at a CAGR of 19.2%. The report emphasizes that this year's upward trend is expected to continue due to its
growing popularity in collectible trading together with the increasing importance of DeFi, which is the major focus of
Origin Protocol.
Paycer GmbH explained that while NFT and DeFi are being a standalone offering on their own at the moment, it is very
likely that we will see both blends into one offering in the future. This claim shows coherence with Origin Protocol’s
approach. It is estimated that over 2.14 billion people will buy goods and services online worldwide. Origin’s sole
purpose is to create the required DeFi+NFT integrated infrastructure for this market and provide solutions that scale
with expected growth.
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One of the leading digital e-commerce enabler applications Shopify is a good candidate to exemplify market fit
reference because, in essence, OGN provides decentralized Shopify. Shopify stands as a web2-based non-chain
personalized e-commerce marketplace solution that its annual revenue gained a 47.05% increase in 2019, 85.63%
increase in 2020, and 57.43% increase in 2021, resulting in $4.6 billion in total revenue for 2021.
If we consider Shopify’s %17 shares from the e-commerce market, it can act as a good estimation Service Available
Market (SAM) for the target Origin Protocol can aim with their business model.
With existing data and competition it is more appropriate to say that the realistic Service Obtainable Market (SAM)
percentage that Origin Protocol may capture is more within %1-3 margin. When this realistic %1 combined with a
three-digit billion $ market in the long term, the target market size is substantial and shows signs of sustainable
growth.

Score: 9

d) Competitiveness within the market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
Origin Protocol can be examined in two different market sectors:
First is DeFi and NFT integration-focused e-commerce products
that are represented as OGN tokens, and the second is stable coin
products that are represented as OUSD tokens.
First, let's focus on competitors that integrate NFT + DeFi in their
protocol: OGN has $132m TVL, 41.601 unique wallets, and 83% of
the network tokens are locked for staking +365 days. When
compared with technologically direct competitors SuperFarm has
$12m TVL with 23k unique wallets and $8.12m tokens locked in staking. Other small-cap alternatives such as SUKU
have $10m TVL with 11k unique wallets and Dego Finance has $8m TVL with 3.5k unique wallets. Even though there
are other competitor projects, most of their TVLs are below $3m. This landscape shows signs of a competitive market
sector in the niche, which is another good implication of market demand.
But when we separate NFT and DeFi aspects and consider the
competition, Origin Protocol is visibly behind, and not even visible
in the top 20 by any means.
Origin Protocol has 1000 monthly active users on average
whereas market leader OpenSea has 330k unique users in the
last 30 days based on market-wide data aggregated by
DappRadar. Other potential NFT marketplace competitors
MagicEden, GEM, and LOOKS have 280k, 43.5k, and 17.5K
respectively.
In terms of market caps by June 2022, with $113M Origin
Protocol can barely compete against $140M LOOKS. OpenSea
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stands at $13B, and Amazon’s $600B would be a nice addition to create a market-level comparison perspective.
OUSD is 19th from the top 20 stablecoins by market cap with $67m, whereas USDT is $66b and USDC is $55b for
comparison.
With existing on-chain data we can see that Origin Protocols OGN token functions as the benchmark in the market
segment meanwhile OUSD has competitive capabilities but establish itself in the market only to act as a subsidiary of
the Origin Protocol.
Score: 4

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration), or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without many purposes).
Answer:
There have been quite important vertical integrations that happened among Origin Protocol and other centralized &
decentralized service providers to add internal capabilities.
In the centralized aspect, Origin Protocol announced that they have partnered with Google Cloud to bring a
decentralized e-commerce platform to Google Cloud’s broad global network of developers and customers. 1-click
deployer became available on Google Cloud Marketplace, allowing sophisticated developers, large-scale e-commerce
merchants, and individual sellers alike to deploy their decentralized stores within minutes. DShop product page leads
to 404 on Origin Protocol’s website but Dapp at Google Cloud appears to be updated recently.
Origin Protocol has joined as an Advanced Technology Partner in the AWS Partner Network (APN) and made DShop
available for immediate deployment as an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) in the centralized AWS Marketplace. With
this vertical integration, users can launch their customized storefront in a single sitting and be able to accept OUSD
immediately.
Due to existing scalability problems in the DeFi aspect, Origin decided to integrate its system with Polygon, one of the
most robust Layer2 solutions for Ethereum blockchain. With this integration, Origin partnered Polygon Studios to
eliminate NFT adoption barriers. Polygon Studios is the Gaming and NFT arm of Polygon focused on growing the
global Blockchain Gaming and NFT Industry and bridging the gap between Web 2 and Web 3 gaming through
investment, marketing, and developer support.
Another major integration is established with Yearn.Finance has launched a vault integrating the Origin Dollar (OUSD)
pool on Curve. Yearn is one of the largest aggregators and platforms in DeFi. Users can now deposit OUSD-3Crv LP
tokens into the Yearn vault and automatically receive proceeds from Convex, Curve, and Origin’s liquidity mining
campaign.
For maintaining the price peg of OUSD, Origin Protocol has integrated new Chainlink Oracles live on the mainnet and
that Chainlink became the sole provider of real-time price data feeds for OUSD. This integration secures the price of
OUSD as stablecoin. Decentralized price oracles ensure that Origin users are minting and/or redeeming OUSD at more
accurate exchange rates and with cheaper gas costs. As long as USDT, USDC, and DAI maintain their peg to the dollar,
anyone can upgrade any of these stablecoins to OUSD on a 1–1 basis.
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Rift.Finance partnered with Origin to deepen liquidity for OGN tokens on Ethereum in June 2022. By rethinking the
incentives around liquidity provisioning, Rift allows profit-motivated liquidity providers and liquidity-motivated DAOs to
work collaboratively, deepening token liquidity while offering LPs amplified returns and impermanent loss protection.
InsurAce forms a strategic partnership with Origin Protocol following the cover listing of Origin Dollar. Origin will look
to make the purchase of cover as easy as possible via links to InsurAce, and InsurAce will be looking to include OUSD
as a staking and payment option in the InsurAce.io app.
Origin Protocol formed a technology partnership with NuCypher, a company that provides encryption technology to
decentralized applications. Sharing economy companies building on the Origin Protocol platform will have access to
NuCypher data re-encryption technology, which is described as “HTTPS for Dapps,” and will allow for more
complicated applications to be built completely decentralized.
On the horizontals aspect, many partnership announcements are weak horizontals because they are usually just a
normal DShop marketplace launchpad usages by brands such as DVision Network Store, Brave Store, Brian Transeau’s
14th studio album titled Metaversal, Bee Store, JOLLY, HPIL Holding, Nervos Swag Store, etc.
In Origin Protocol's continuing efforts to build confidence in the security of Origin Dollar (OUSD), they announce that
DeFi coverage provider Nexus Mutual has added coverage support for OUSD.
As a partnership, Origin Protocols' first and only investment has been on Coin98 Labs in July 2021 with $11.3M.
Currently working GitHub of the project is reachable under name of OriginProtocol mono-repo with its 46
sub-repositories. With cumulative integrations that focus on requirements of being industry-level protocol Origin
Protocol gathered partnerships with well-known entities up until now.
Score: 11
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2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
To present a true view of the token’s capabilities of Origin Protocol it is critical to explain old plans of the platform and
the current situation with an ongoing airdrop of a new governance token.
Origin Protocol's major token is OGN which by it buyers can pay sellers in exchange for receiving goods and services
over the Origin marketplace. It is planned to reward users with OGN when earning cash back on purchases, verifying
identities, promoting Origin on social media, and referring new users to the platform. Commissions & Advertising was
additionally planned use case where sellers pay OGN commissions to application developers to promote their listings
and gain higher visibility on marketplace and e-commerce applications to generate more sales.
Currently, OGN provides an NFT Launchpad named Origin Story that users can utilize and create their own-branded
marketplace built by a protocol that works by OGN token.
Staking is the only alternative use case for OGN tokens with 30 days, 90-day, and 365-day lockup period options with
%7.5, %12.5, and%25 APY respectively. the Origin team is currently researching and developing new staking models
that will generate yields for token holders in exchange for powering and supporting other parts of the network.
The OGN token also has governance functionality in it which is defined as OGNPOWER by developers in a blog post,
but those capabilities are expected to get stripped away from the token due to the current release of the Origin
Governance (OGV) token that will solely act as the Governance token of Origin Protocol as a whole. So from now on,
OGN token stakers will get their revenue share directly without any governance property, and those who want to
participate in governance will need OGV tokens to do so.
OUSD is another major aspect of Origin Protocol. It is the stablecoin of the ecosystem that is backed by the Curve.
Stakers on the OUSD+3Crv pool that consists of USDT, USDC, and DAI will get a 50 million OGV airdrop incentive. The
significant capability of this token is that while staying in the wallet it earns a %12.5 APY yield (at the time of writing)
to the holders’ wallet just like it is staked. So in essence OUSD is a rebasing token.
Developers will probably update the ‘Sell on the marketplace for free when you hold OGN’ campaign with the OGV token
since it was aimed to target governance participants.
At this current state of the protocol, the OGN token provides very limited utility, revenue, and governance rights to the
holder. There are a lot of attempts and updates on the road, but yet to include in the score.
Score: 2
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:
Initial token distribution details of the OGN token are published in their first whitepaper. That whitepaper is no longer
presented by the platform since they updated it with recent changes as a litepaper. Distribution details presented
below are not included in the new litepaper:

OGN token is designed to cap on 1.000.000.000 tokens with dynamic inflation which will be able to configure by the
community via governance token in the future. To this date, 500.000.000 tokens get into circulation. All planned
vestings of the early investors are finished in March 2022.
+%33 of the total supply sold to accredited investors on early investing sales. On the other hand, another slice of the
project is Ecosystem Growth Funds with %13 of the total supply. Those reserves are staying still for the future growth
of the project.

On the other hand Origin Protocol distributed another token supply distribution diagram for the upcoming OGV tokens.
%10 will be distributed to OUSD holders and 25% airdrop to OGN holders sums up to %35 shares for the existing
community. DAO Reserve and Future Contributors' details are yet to be decided. Distributing all OGV tokens to OGN
holders and Liquidity Providers will take some time between 3 months and a year, and distributed tokens will have no
vesting schedule.
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Wallets that excluded from circulating supply are as listed below:
Foundation Reserves

0xbe2ab3d3d8f6a32b96414ebbd865dbd276d3d899

428,680,937 OGN

Team Distribution

0xcaa5ef7abc36d5e5a3e4d7930dcff3226617a167

3,548,960 OGN

Investor Distribution

0x3da5045699802ea1fcc60130dedea67139c5b8c0

4,054,433 OGN

Distribution Staging

0x12d7ef3c933d091210cd931224ead45d9cfddde0

60,600,000 OGN

Partnerships

0xbc0722eb6e8ba0217aeea5694fe4f214d2e53017

1,832,845 OGN

Ecosystem Growth

0x2d00c3c132a0567bbbb45ffcfd8c6543e08ff626

0 OGN

The token distribution among unique wallets can be seen from Origin Protocol Token Analytics by user @jbwwwwww.

Token distribution is reasonable and does a decent job of aligning stakeholders for the betterment of the protocol.
Vesting schedules and lock-ups are fair. Public allocation is somewhat in-line with industry standards and can be
distributed over time to incentivize positive behaviors. But it is important to note down that to date project couldn’t
establish proper settings for the token, which led the protocol to create a new governance token and airdrop. The
token provides staking utility, revenue, and governance rights to the holder at the time of writing.
Score: 6

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivize positive-sum behavior? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
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Answer:
OGV uses inflation to fund staking rewards. The dynamic inflation parameter is expected to slow down to around %3 in
2025 when protocol usage increases proportionally. That is why parameters of the inflation will be configurable via
decentralized governance. This will allow the community to adjust the inflation rate over time and decide how these
newly introduced tokens should be distributed. Additionally, developers intend for staking rewards to be a
bootstrapping mechanism that will be replaced by more sustainable protocol revenue in the long term.
Origin Protocol announced that there are tokens allocated towards team members in the form of employee grants.
These grants are on a four-year vesting schedule with a one-year cliff. This means that employees cannot sell OGN
until after a year of employment. It is important to note that a large share of team tokens is allocated to Origin’s
cofounders. Origin’s cofounders voluntarily signed a new 4-year vesting agreement in January 2020 despite already
vesting over half their founder tokens by that point. To date, Origin’s cofounders claim that they have still not sold any
of their tokens and do not have any immediate plans to.
The existing vesting schedule and token issuance stand justifiable at the current state of the protocol. Developers
repeatedly try to ensure that both early investors and newly forming community members can have equal incentives.
Even though the project is designed to incentivize positive-sum behavior, low growth in the marketplace is observably
affecting token emission rates.

Score: 3

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
As explained in detail above, the OGN token only has to stake function for existing holders. OGN Staking requires a
30-day, 90-day, or 365-day staking period that yields %7.5, %12.5, or %25 APY annualized interest respectively. On the
other hand, OUSD provides a 12.53% APY reward without staking the token. This amount is generated by pegging
asset’s DeFi yields.
With the current token economy model, there are signs of a shortfall that is observable. Token has not been able to
achieve any kind of network effect model. Both asset growth and marketplace growth remained limited in terms of
product and their usage. Limited value accrual and distribution mechanism that slightly improves coordination.

Score: 3

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
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Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:
81 CEX and DEX pairs listed with OGN on CoinMarketCap,
and 80 OGN pairs listed on CoinGecko. Coin Market Cap’s
Liquidity scores of OGN token are barely above 500 only in
the Binance platform for a limited available token. Liquidity
scores a market pair from 0 to 1000 based on the slippage
incurred by various order sizes. A higher score indicates a
more liquid market.
From below you can check the slippage and effective price of
$50 USDC - OGN conversion request results on major existing
DEXs.
In conclusion, the OGN token is largely available in 40+
centralized exchanges. But when we focus on decentralized
exchanges of the liquidity of the token, unfortunately, most DEXs and CEXs couldn’t provide proper slippage value for a
safe transaction.

Score: 2

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
OGN token is currently supporting the staking use case with its Staking Contract provided at protocol. Besides of that
token holders can participate as a Liquidity Provider for the Origin Dollar Factory in Curve.Finance. Token holders can
vote on proposals via the Origin Protocol Governance Snapshot system, but with the recent Governance Token (OGV)
airdrop it is not clear how long this functionality will work. There are no other active DeFi use cases integrated into the
protocol.

Score: 3
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3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account.

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:
The team of Origin Protocol is publicly identified, and core contributors are well-known participants of the ecosystem.
Here is a list of core team members with their significant backgrounds.
Matthew Liu is the Co-Founder of Origin Protocol. He was the 3rd PM at YouTube (acquired by Google) and VP PM at
Qwiki (acquired by Yahoo) and Bonobos (acquired by Walmart). He has an MS and BS from Stanford.
Josh Fraser is the Co-Founder of Origin Protocol. Josh started coding at the age of 10. Before Origin, he co-founded
three other venture-backed companies: EventVue, Torbit (acquired by Walmart Labs) & Forage. His Owler CEO
approval rate is 90 over 100 and he was one of the earliest Solana Blockchain advisors.
Jon Youshaei is a Creator in Residence & Advisor of Origin Protocol, had his experience in YouTube and Instagram as
Head of Product Marketing among many other highly recognized projects.
Andra Nicolau is Head of DeFi BD at Origin Protocol. She has two BAs in Economics and Finance. She has worked in
Business Development and Head of Growth positions in 1inch Network and Unstoppable Domains.
Linus Chung is VP of Product at Origin Protocol. Respectively LinkedIn, Pinterest, Tesla, and Coinbase Product
Manager positions prove his experience.
Franck Chastagnol is VP of Engineer at Origin Protocol. He has worked as Engineer Manager on YouTube, PayPal, and
Dropbox among many other projects.
Yu Pan is Research Engineer in Origin Protocol. He was co-founder of PayPal and KiwiCo, the first employee at
YouTube, and held senior positions at Google before joining the Origin Protocol.
Kelly Hwang is Head of Investment & Treasury in Origin Protocol. He is a Stanford Economics graduate and
experienced in venture investment management.
In essence, Origin Protocol focuses on process simplifaction to create easily adoptable DeFi and NFT projects for
newcomers. This is why many managers, engineers, and designers with +15 years of experience such as Aure Gimon,
Damon Grabec, Nick Polden, Gunagri An, Youngsun Shin, and Micah Alcorn are included in the development team.

Score: 14

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
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Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:
The team of Origin Protocol has experience in launching publicly identifiable teams and produced an open-source and
decentralized messaging service in 2018 under the leadership of engineer Yu Pan. Since then whole protocol
continued to be an open-source project and does all of its development and communication out in the open as well as
a public engineering meeting each week on their Discord server.
Targeting the whole e-commerce ecosystem on the blockchain means disruptive innovation and sharp competition.
Converting this idea into a living product requires developers who understand scalable solutions well, and a creative
business development department to find appropriate partners to utilize this e-commerce structure as early as
possible. Origin Protocols team has an impressive amount of experience in both aspects and the expected expansion
of the company looks appropriate based on their employment listings.
In terms of experience relevancy, core team members provide astonishing collections of brands in their background.
Having high responsibilities in such projects usually requires many qualification trials and success in the test of time
in general. Ongoing recruitment efforts are visible in many areas of the protocol. Marketing saturated listings show a
major step that comes right after developing. Unfortunately, there is no established roadmap for the project. This is a
usual practice when project developers try to evade regulations and emphasize that core is developing what the
community demands on the process in a decentralized manner.
On the projects GitHub folder we can see that 44 members are actively developing many projects regularly. Most of
the project repositories got an update within the last week at the time of report writing, which shows a good sign of
ongoing development at the back end of the project.
When we compare current active job listings of Origin Protocol with the existing state of the project, it becomes clear
that the protocol needs more developers and more people in the marketing department to generate new partnerships
for the DShop marketplace launchpad.

Score: 8

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
The Origin Protocols team has highly influential members that have been active in the crypto ecosystem. They are
trying to spread the protocol's message to key opinion leaders in many different ways. Photo on the below-left you can
see Origin Protocols Co-Founder Matthew Liu with other high profiles including Vitalik Butterin. Below-right photo
shows Origin Protocols co-founder Josh Fraser at the Cosmos Cruise event speaking about ecosystem issues with
other key leaders including Vitalik Butterin.
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Origin Protocols advisor and creator-in-residence Jon Youshaei is a sector-wide influential keynote speaker and writer
at Forbes & Times. His content and speeches are not only Origin Protocol focused, but on general social change that
is on the horizon with NFTs as a technology.
Matthew Liu was interviewed by DigitalDrex about the trends and directions of Web3 and NFTs, Josh Frases
interviewed on CoinDesk.tv about YugaLabs Discord hack, and Linus Chung spoke about the future of NFT
infrastructure in industry-level respected WLD Show Podcast, and all those are just headlines of June.
It is safe to say that team is actively participating in the public debate of major events on the whole crypto ecosystem
besides Origin Protocol, and their comments are considered as thought leaders.

Score: 4

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
Origin Protocol has so far been required to raise money only from accredited investors. This requirement is because
they are based in the United States, a country with strict laws and guidelines for raising money through private
placements.
In the beginning, Origin Protocol took the attention of Pantera Capital Venture with its decentralized sharing economy
approach and raised $3M in Dec 2017 as Advisor Sale.
In April 2018 Origin has raised a $28.4M Strategic Sale round from strategic partners around the world to capitalize on
the project and broaden its global presence. It is reported that they held one-on-one conversations with each investor
to ensure they were committed to delivering additional value beyond their capital contributions. Reportedly there were
about 190 investors have committed and most of those investors were friends of Origin Protocol co-founders. When
some investors' backgrounds and current positions were taken under consideration, the potential value of those
strategic partnering emphasized itself:
●

Foundation Capital, a venture investor in sharing economy companies like Uber, Luxe, and Peerspace
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●
●
●
●

Garry Tan, former Y Combinator partner and first investor in Coinbase and Instacart
Alexis Ohanian, founder and former CEO of Reddit (the original community site)
Gil Penchina, AngelList’s top syndicate lead
Kamal Ravikant, an investor in Protocol Labs (creator of IPFS and Filecoin)

In July 2018, Origin Protocol has raised an additional $6,6M from CoinList Sale Round where total raising fund
intentionally capped to $6,6M and focused to increase the number investors participating to protocol with limiting
maximum amount investing per investor.
It is important to mention that Origin Protocol experienced a flash loan attack on November 17 2020 and lost $7.7m of
the funds as the result of the attack. The attack happened two months after protocol got to live, and within a two-hour
timeframe co-founder Matthew Liu tweeted about the attack. The team wrote deep-dive details of the attack and all
other updates on an ongoing blog post, published a compensation plan in December 2020, get a security audit
application and report from Certora in January 2021.
March 2022 dated DeFiSafety report includes all technical details and recognizes the project as Safe with a %86 score.
The price of stablecoin OUSD plunged by %86 after the attack, but the team showed a high level of communication
and dedication to the future of the protocol during and after the event.
Even though logo painting is not the best way to attract more resources, the NFT niche itself is based on art subjective valuation and brand management in its essence. Origin Protocol's NFT Launchpad is best known for its
record-breaking NFT drops including those from high-caliber celebrities and brands which look like logo-painting, but
with big names.
Paris Hilton invested in the Origin Protocol and joined as an advisor. Hilton’s profile on NiftyGateway shows that she’s
an avid collector of NFTs. As an influencer, she attracts other artists to use Origin as an NFT launchpad platform in the
interview she gave to Forbes.
3LAU became a formal advisor to Origin Protocol in May 2021. He is also heavily invested in crypto and Origin
Protocol and got growing recognition as a 93rd influencer within the blockchain community according to the
CoinTelegraph’s Top 100 influencer research.
NFTVirals offered a collection of the world’s most-viewed viral videos to create the largest offering of iconic moments
in Internet history as NFTs over Origins' creator-centric NFT platform. The sale achieved worldwide media attention
and was covered extensively by Time, the BBC, New York Times, and many more major news outlets in the world.
It is worth mentioning that RollingStone released their official NFTs on Origin NFT Launchpad. Interestingly Origin
Protocol did not publish any news content about some of those protocols & launchpad usages of known names. The
team has attracted sufficient resources but coordinates somewhat inefficiently.

Score: 7
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4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
The primary admin is a 5 of 8 multi-sig contracts required to make any code changes to the protocol. The contract can
only be upgraded from this 5 of 8 multi-sig wallet. The keys to this multi-sig are held by individuals with close ties to
the company, and not even the Origin founders acting together have enough control to execute owner functions on
their own. In addition, the contracts are owned by a timelock which places a 48-hour time delay before any changes to
the protocol can be made.
Some functionality, such as rebalancing funds between strategies or pausing deposits, can be triggered without the
timelock and with fewer signers. This allows the Origin team to react more quickly to market conditions or security
threats. These signers, known as Strategists, can execute a limited number of functions with only 2 of 9 signers.
Developers intend to transfer ownership from company control to a decentralized governance contract, thereby
allowing the community to vote and participate in future protocol updates. But until that point, admin keys operated by
a multi-sig with credible and staked individuals with sufficient time available to react.
Score: 14

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
OGN Governance Portal utilizes the Snapshot protocol. In practice, anyone that meets the required OGN threshold can
create a proposal. With the August 2021 update of the protocol, staked OGNs counted towards OGNPOWER. The
initial minimum threshold to create a proposal will be an OGNPOWER of 1,000. The initial quorum for a valid proposal
that the Origin core team will consider implementing will be an OGNPOWER of 1,000,000. Anyone with an OGNPOWER
> 1 will be able to vote on a proposal.
With March 2022 update Origin Protocol began supporting proxy voting which is a publicly known method for vote
delegation. Token holders and stakers can delegate their voting rights to Origin’s collective team account, any single
Origin developer, or anyone they prefer.
Governance has some influence on the operations, but communities do not have voting power to make a stand if
requires, as the token balance is disproportionate.
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Score: 5

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
Origin Protocol’s active voters are less than a number of the fingers in hand. It is hard to assume that there is a
process of governance at all. Most proposals are voted by only the core developers with their significant staking
power. There happens to exist extra voting participants here and there without any contribution or comment option
due to a lack of governance forum or environment.
The average user number that participating in proposals is only 3 to 5 core developers with their massive OGN powers,
with some proposals approved by only 1 user. On top of that, there appear to be no proposals created from the
community, only repetitive weekly allocation updates. There are 0 threads created in the CommonWealth account of
Origin Protocol.

Score: 1

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
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Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
Even though any token holder can create a proposal, the OGN protocol currently does not have an open and public
forum to discuss governance-related issues and incorporate developing such proposals among the community. There
is a #Governance channel over the Discord server.
The lack of forums for governance debate results in inefficient use of the existing Snapshot voting mechanism. There
are no official guidelines or collected information package besides a not-so-comprehensive Medium post named
Origin Governance Proposals Guide. In conclusion, the protocol has a limited governance infrastructure.

Score: 3

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and creating social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
As mentioned in the infrastructure, capabilities, and contributors aspect of the Origin Protocol governance, the overall
process is still in its infancy even though the protocol itself has been actively developing for more than 3 years. The
recent OGV tokenization update for governance is another step toward a better framework, but at the current state of
the protocol, the governance process is just beginning to form its informal structure, #governance channel of the
Discord server stands more like an information source and call community to voting action.
Score: 2
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5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:
Origin Protocol has two different legal structures: Origin Protocol Inc is listed as Corporation based in the USA, and
Origin Protocol Labs which develops Origin Protocol is listed as a legal entity based in the Cayman Islands.
According to records in OpenCorporates, Origin Protocol Inc. is founded in Delaware (US) in 2017, opened its branch in
San Francisco - California (US) in 2018, and assigned Co-founder Matthew Liu as the representative agent. Established
the non-profit live company named Origin Protocol Foundation in Singapore in 2019. Lastly formed another for-profit
corporation in Colorado (US).
Origin Protocol Labs is a Privately Held company established in the Cayman Islands and its primary industry is listed
as Financial Software according to the Terms of Service document provided on its website.
With both legal entities connected to the protocol and public information about those entities available to the extent of
the project co-founder as a representative agent, users and partners can hold the protocol accountable in case of a
breach of the agreement.
Score: 12

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable?
Answer:
Origin Protocol Labs Terms of Service document express that company is located in Caiman Island where jurisdiction
is questionable, yet still exists based on the document. It is stated that access to and use of the Service shall be
governed by and construed and enforced by the laws of the Cayman Islands.
Additionally, any dispute between the parties that is not subject to arbitration or cannot be heard in small claims court,
shall be resolved in the courts of the Cayman Islands. On the other hand, we can see that Origin Protocol Inc's
headquarters and branch are based in the USA which usually means top-tier jurisdiction exists. Origin Protocol
Foundation is based in Singapore that provides relevant jurisdiction with applicable laws.
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With the combination of those facts, a score of 7 would be sufficient due to the complexity of the existing structure.
Score: 7
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